PRESCRIPTION HAIR TREATMENT MENU
Our team have carefully selected a range of specialist hair treatments that can be
combined with your appointment to maximise the health and beauty of your hair.
From our Express 10 minute booster right through to our Molecular Liquid Hair service each
of our treatments begin with a professional diagnosis of your hair and will be tailored to the
exact requirements of intensity and care.
The Express
£12
Fast and effective 3 step treatments that
fit within your appointment time for instant
effect on your scalp and hair. Select from
Colour: Prolong the intensity and brilliance
of coloured hair
Volume: For strength, volume and body
without the weight
Repair: Repair, nourish and protect
damaged hair
Hydrate: Moisture and protection for dry hair
The Intense Mask
£18
An intensive hair mask that can penetrate
deeper into the hair structure and is ideal for
thicker or more damaged hair types.
Colour: Prolong the intensity and brilliance
of coloured hair
Hydrate: Moisture and protection to restore
the optimum climate on dry hair
Repair: Long lasting regeneration for
damaged hair
Smooth: Softness and smoothness for unruly
hair
The Split End Saviour
£38
An incredible treatment that quite literally
bonds your split ends together for up to 4
weeks. The heat activated protein enriched
formula instantly repairs broken and split
fibres and continues to protect against
further damage caused by everyday styling
and environmental stresses.

The Alchemist
£25
A unique 4 step treatment incorporating a
prescription combination of hair emulsion
and mask which will take up to 20 minutes
to develop a more intensive hair and scalp
transformation. Your stylist will create a blend
according to the specific needs of your hair
The Luxe
£25
A deeply regenerative keratin treatment
to help reconstruct the individual fibres
of the hair. The texture of your hair will be
immediatley improved leaving it feeling
incredibly smooth but still lightweight
The Liquid Hair
£32
A long lasting treatment that instantly
reconstructs the hair fibre for fragile and
sensitized hair. The molecular formula
strategically targets and replenishes the hair
structure with amino acids and hydrolised
keratin refilling your hair fibres for up to 5
washes.
Olaplex ™
Perhaps our most popular treatment Olaplex
is available in two applications and is
already referred to as “The Holy Grail” for
coloured hair. The secret formula quite
literally repairs the bonds that are broken
when you colour your hair and allows you
to go for that colour change you never
thought possible.
Treatment during
colour service
£30 to £38
Stand alone treatment
£50
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APPOINTMENT POLICY
Please arrive on time to ensure you receive your full service. If you are running late, we will do everything
we can to accommodate you but please be aware that we may have to reschedule your appointment.
Should a cancellation or date change be necessary, we do request a minimum of 24-hours notice or
we will have to charge a cancellation fee.
All prices are correct at time of going to press.
Taylor Taylor London reserves the right to change it’s services and prices at any time.
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